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Here is a list of all of the supplies you will need to create this envelope wrap.!!!!
Card Stock!!

Strawberry Slush (Stampin’ Up!)!
Neeah Solar White 80lb (Simon Says Stamp)!!!

Ink!!
Aqua Mist (Papertrey Ink)!

Versafine Onyx Black Ink (Simon Says Stamp)!!!
Stamp Sets!!

Envelope Sentiments (Simon Says Stamp)!
Simple Stars (Papertrey Ink)!!!
Tools and Accessories!!

Wrapped Mailing Label Die (Simon Says Stamp)!
Envelope Punch Board (Stampin’ Up!)!

Stampin’ Trimmer (Stampin’ Up!)!
Snail Adhesive (Stampin’ Up!)!

Big Shot (Stampin’ Up!)!
Stampin’ Dimensionals (Stampin’ Up!)!
Sponge Daubers (Simon Says Stamp)!
Copic Multiliner (Simon Says Stamp)!

Rhinestone (Stampin’ Up!)!
Postage Stamp Punch (Stampin’ Up!)!!!!!!!!
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Instructions!!
Please read all of the instructions before you begin.!!
My envelope will fit a 5 x 5 card.!!
1. Decide what size card you will place in the envelope.!
2. Follow the instructions on the envelope punch board to 

create your envelope.!
3. I used a 8-1/8 x 8-1/8 piece of card stock to create my 

envelope.!
4. Once your envelope is created, score all of the lines 

using your scoring tool.!
5. Seal the bottom of your envelope with snail adhesive.!
6. With a scrap piece of solar white card stock, use the Big 

Shot and the Wrapped Mailing Label Die, to cut out the 
wrap pieces.!

7. Use a Sponge Dauber to apply the Aqua Mist Ink to the 
long piece of the wrapped mailing label on the right of the 
perorated line.  Start at the corners working your way towards the 
center of the wrap.  That will create a dark to light effect on the 
wrap.!

8. Also sponge a piece of scrap Neeah Solar White card stock for 
later.!

9. On the left of the perorated line, just sponge the edges. Then 
stamp the “open me a.s.a.p” sentiment in the center.!

10. Using the bow stamp from the Envelope Sentiment Stamp Set, 
stamp the bow to the right of the perorated line in the Black Onyx 
Versafine Ink. !

11. Re-ink the bow’s long strings and stamp the 
envelope so that the bow looks like its 
wrapping the entire envelope.!

12. On the smaller piece of the Wrapped 
Mailing Label Die cut, stamp the lines from 
the Envelope Sentiment Stamp Set in the 
Black Onyz Versafine Ink, in the center.!

13. Stamp the “happy mail for” sentiment from 
the Envelope Sentiment Stamp Sent in the 
Aqua Mist on the top line.!

14. Stamp the line of hearts from the Envelope 
Sentiment Stamp Sent in the Aqua Mist under the last line. 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15. Adhered that small address label to the right side of the wrapped envelope 
label using Stampin’ Dimensionals.  I used 7 of them because I didn’t want 
the label to sink in the center.!

16. Adhere the Wrapped Mailing Label to the front of the envelope using Snail 
Adhesive.  The perorated line should be placed on the edge of the left side of 
the envelope. !

17. Retrieve that scrap piece of sponged card stock from step 8 and stamp the 
blank star from the Simple Star Stamp Set in Black Onyx in the center.  Turn 
the stamp just a bit and stamp the image again to give the star 10 points 
instead of five.!

18. Add a rhinestone in the center of the star.!
19. Stamp “handle with care” from the Envelope Sentiments Stamp Set using the 

Black Onyx Versafine ink.!
20. Your done!!!!!
I hope this tutorial was helpful.  Enjoy creating your envelope wraps.!!!!!

Important Info:!!
Please do not copy and re-distribute these instructions without written permission 
from Kymona Tracey.  You can email me at kreativekymona@gmail.com !!
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